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With chunky sliders to push and pull, this robust little board book is perfect for active toddlers. Rich

in visual detail and with touches of humor, it is sure to become a classic in the family library.Bizzy

Bear's going on vacation, but he has to take a taxi, then a train, then a plane before he arrives at the

beach and can set sail on his boat.
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We purchased this book in advance of a family vacation this summer, to teach our daughter about

different modes of transportation, and familiarize her (to some extent) with the process of flying

somewhere on an airplane. In this Bizzy Bear adventure, Bizzy is going on vacation. He begins his

journey by catching a taxi, but "traffic's slow"! Don't we know it? Goodness. At this point, your

toddler can spin a wheel to navigate Bizzy in his taxi around a roundabout/rotary intersection.

Luckily, Bizzy arrives "just in time" to the train station, and proceeds "down the line" in a train - the

modern Acela style. Your child can then pull the train down the line and out the side of the book.

Bizzy apparently took the train to the airport, and now takes off in an airplane. The final page

features Bizzy having fun in a boat in some tropical locale.Even after our family vacation, my

daughter still loves this book, and it's generally read at least 2 times a week with high levels of

enthusiasm. Bizzy Bear books are wonderful with sturdy construction and engaging movable parts.

The text and illustrations in this particular title are clear, colorful, and engaging. Perfect for children



0-3.

We discovered Bizzy at the library and ordered as many of these online. The 12-month-old loved

them for a year. Unfortunately, loved these books to pieces. It was a matter of time before he would

try to tear at the pieces. A few times I could repair them with glue and packing tape. Out of 5 of the

books, I think 2 of them are still in ok condition. I would still get them because of how much the child

loves to interact with the movement and they are sturdily made. It is just that if you are not staring at

the child every second that they are with the book (or any book) it is likely they will try to tear at it.

These Bizzy Bear books are seriously one of the best things I ever bought for my son. Like

advertised on the fronts of the books, they are "perfect for little paws". I also enjoy that even though

the pictures are not super-detailed, there are a lot of things pictured on each page that are simple

words to point out to teach your child (bus, apple, book, bird, ball, etc.). I can't recommend Bizzy

Bear enough.

When my daughter was 11 months we introduced the Bizzy Bear books. we started with "Fun On

The Farm" she loves the pictures and the interactive sliding and moving panels. Now that she's

almost 1 yr she is starting to move those interactive panels by herself. I bought the whole collection

because she loves them so much.

We found this book at the library and my daughter couldn't love it more. So I ordered this and two

other ones in the series...book stores didn't have them. The others are good, but this one is her

favorite.

Every Bizzy Bear book we get for him, he gets so excited! At 10 months old, he has already figured

out how to move the characters in the book. Great learning tool!

the kid loves all bizzy bear books so I knew even before buying that I couldnt go wrong with it!as

always  service is the best, fast and easy!

All of my small grandchildren get caught up in Bizzy Bear's adventures. It is a great book for

searching out colors and identifying objects.
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